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Click to read my copyright policy

Download the video file for offline viewing

Click to jump to the main wiki page

Click to change the resolution of this video

Click to jump 10 seconds back or 10

Click to add a wiki comment on minute 0:15:44 of this video. Then hit “refresh” and your new comment will appear on the right panel about here.

Edit the title of this specific video; it will be picked out in the table of content.

Click to jump to the “Section 2.1” video.

Left panel

Right panel

Drag red line left or right to change panel sizes.

Wiki: To add/modify wiki comments you must have an account on Dor’s wiki. Email drorbn@math.toronto.edu to ask for one, if you don’t already have one.

This blackboard shot was taken at minute 15:04 of the talk. This move or less means that the discussion of its content ended at that minute.

Click the blackboard shot to enlarge it (opens in another tab)

Click “edit” to edit the wiki comment for minute 19:30

Click the 19:30 link to jump to minute 19:30 of the video.

Click “add” to add a wiki comment on minute 15:04